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Abstract. Considering that security education needs to train students
to deal with security problems in real environments, we developed new
media for teaching applied cryptography and network security. They per-
mit students to gain real-life security experience from virtual laboratories
on CD, DVD, or online. The application of those media is helpful to re-
duce investment and administration costs as well as effectively support
security experiments which previously had to be done in conventional
security laboratories.

1 Introduction

Teaching only theoretical facts has proved to be insufficient for today’s IT se-
curity education because security teaching is focusing more on preparing the
skillful workforce in response to increasing security challenges [Bishop, 2000].
In this context, we must meet the need of training students to apply security
technologies for real environments. So far, computer helps practical security in-
struction in four ways:

Multimedia courseware is digitized lectures [Schillings and Meinel, 2002]. It
provides no user interaction or real experiences; Demonstration software, e.g.
[Esslinger, 2002], [Spillman, 2002] allows learners to play with cryptographic al-
gorithms, but in very few cases, real tools or everyday environments are involved;
Simulation systems let students accomplish security tasks in a very abstract
and limited environment. This means that students have no chances to apply
production tools [Irvine and Thompson, 2004], [Rowe and Schiavo, 1998]; Dedi-
cated computer laboratories [Ragsdale et al., 2003] and [Vigna, 2003] are practi-
cal for security training because security exercises are performed with production
software on real systems. However, they require expensive hardware/software
investment and intensive efforts to create, configure, and maintain laboratory
environments. Moreover most security exercises require privileged access to the
OS, which introduces the risk of misuse and inconvenience of administration
[Vigna, 2003]. For security reason, dedicated networks are isolated from produc-
tion networks and not able to benefit the learners outside the campus.

The Tele-Lab IT-Security project at the HPI has developed new media to
support learning/teaching applied cryptography and network security. In order
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to integrate hands-on experiences, Tele-Lab created virtual and lightweight labo-
ratories on the CD, DVD, or online instead of constructing expensive traditional
security laboratories. Students thus can gain real-life security experiences with
CD/DVD or Internet connections without the limitation of time and place.

The following parts of the paper are organized as follows: Section 2 briefly in-
troduces the Tele-Lab concept and architecture. Section 3 and Section 4 presents
Tele-Lab CD/DVD and Tele-Lab server respectively. Then Section 5 describes
application of Tele-Lab and shows how they can support daily teaching and
learning. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Tele-Lab Concept

Tele-Lab is intended to produce computer-aided tutoring systems that allow
students to learn about IT security and also gain practical skills. Its contents
cover many aspects of applied cryptography and network security such as en-
cryption, authentication, email security, firewalls, intrusion detection, wireless
security, etc. The originality of Tele-Lab is that it integrates real-life exercises
and laboratory environments in e-learning/tutoring systems to help students
understand how technologies are applied in reality. E.g. Tele-Lab not only ex-
plains and demonstrates encryption algorithms, but also offers students chances
to apply cryptographic tools like PGP or OpenSSL to encrypt or digitally sign
messages.

The concept of Tele-Lab is illustrated in Figure 1. Basically it consists of a
Linux system and a tutoring system. The Linux system is equipped with various
open-source security tools such as scanners and password crackers, and can be
used as a virtual laboratory. The tutor is a local web server that presents teaching
contents stored in a knowledge repository and manages exercises scripts. A user
reads theoretical part by a web browser and finishes exercises by applying tools in
Linux. User’s results can be either text or data sent to the tutor or some changes
on the operating system such as modifying configurations or opening/closing
services. The tutor then evaluates the results by scripts. Hence, interactive and
real-life exercises are realized.
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Fig. 1. The concept of Tele-Lab IT-Security
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Tele-Lab replaces most administration work by managing configurations and
exercises with scripts. But security exercises introduce risk of misuses because
students are allowed to be a super user in many exercises, e.g. starting or closing
services. Thus students might corrupt Tele-Lab by misusing their privileges,
which results in administrative inconvenience and interruption of the learning
process.

3 Tele-Lab CD: A Reliable and Portable Virtual

Laboratory

In order to improve the reliability of the Tele-Lab and ease its administration,
we developed Tele-Lab CD/DVD [Hu and Meinel, 2004]. It integrates the entire
Tele-Lab on a Knoppix live-CD. This kind of CD has a special feature to detect
a rich set of hardware and run a complete Linux on itself instead of installing it
on a hard disk.

By implementing Tele-Lab on live CDs, we have a portable and reliable
virtual laboratory. It can be distributed to students for the training at home
or in the workplaces on general PCs. Tele-Lab CD will not affect hardware and
software installations and runtime failures can be simply handled by re-booting.

4 Tele-Lab Server: Virtual Laboratories on the Internet

Tele-Lab CD/DVD has its limitation of usability: it only runs on those machines
which the Live CD supports and can not provide network security exercises be-
cause of its performance and space limits. From the point of view of e-learning,
it is desirable that students can work with Tele-Lab over the Internet. Therefore,
we came up with the idea to develop an online learning and exercising platform,
Tele-Lab IT-Security Server [Hu and Meinel, 2004]. Tele-Lab server differs from
Tele-Lab CD by building virtual laboratories with virtual machines instead of
Live CDs. Virtual machines (VMs) [Goldberg, 1974] are software copies of physi-
cal machines and can be connected to networks. This provides the possibilities to
simulate real laboratory environments cheaply and for students to access them
online easily.

The architecture of Tele-Lab server is shown in Figure 2. The user work en-
vironments are built with the User-Mode Linux virtual machines [Dike, 2001].
They behave normal applications running on a host computer and accessible
from outside the host as any regular computer. Each VM is carefully installed
and configured with security tools and user settings. Careful performance opti-
mizations such as system resource allocations and separation among VMs are
done for making VMs smaller and faster. A host can run multiple VM copies and
their destruction would not result in any negative effects on the host. Therefore,
it is possible to grant students super-user rights on a VM.

The user interface to VMs is realized by a remote desktop access service,
VNC [Richardson et al., 1998]. VNC implements a remote frame buffer (RFB)
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Fig. 2. Tele-Lab Server: a virtual machine based training system

protocol which can collect inputs from a remote client, encodes the desktop
updates of the VM, and sends them back to the client. VNC also supports java-
applet clients, and then the VNC clients can run inside a browser. Such a thin
user interface permits students to access VMs via a standard browser without
installing special client software.

Big concerns for running Tele-Lab online are its reliability and security.
Firstly, VMs can be corrupted by users who have super-user rights. Second,
it is also possible that VMs are converted to an attack station by their users for
compromising production networks. Therefore, we developed VM management
and security solutions to make Tele-Lab reliable and safe.

The status of VMs and user operations are monitored in real-time and defec-
tive VMs will be restored to default settings automatically. Security of Tele-Lab
focuses on system and network level isolations which jail users inside the VM
and prevent them from accessing production networks. The host OS is protected
against intrusions from VM processes by separation between VMs and the host.
We have a firewall between a VM and the production networks against network
attacks from the VM. Further details about VM management and security can
be found in [Hu et al., 2005].

5 Application

Tele-Lab mainly supports learning/teaching cryptography and network security.
It can also be adapted for other subjects and user groups. E.g. Tele-Lab can
provide exercises for lectures, can be a complete e-learning program, or can be
customized for industrial training. The feedback from the students who tried
using Tele-Lab shows it was easy to follow theoretical parts and complete most
exercises without help of a human instructor. If students are unfamiliar with
Linux, some exercises about Linux security (e.g. the iptables firewall) would
be a little bit difficult for them. However, other more general exercises can be
handled without special Linux skills. E.g secure email exercises only require the
skills to use browsers and email clients in a graphical environment. This indicates
that the use of Linux as a laboratory platform might bring some difficulties but
it is still an effective solution for IT students.
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5.1 Example Chapter: Password-Based Authentication

This chapter is about how users are authenticated by passwords and how pass-
words are protected in Linux. In its exercise, privileged operations are involved.
A user needs to crack a Linux passwd file with an open-source cracker, John-
the-Ripper. The typical learning process includes following steps:

1. Concepts like password hashing (DES and MD5), “passwd/shadow” file, and
advice on strong passwords are introduced.

2. Relevant password tools are presented. They include the “passwd” command,
PAM (the Linux “Pluggable Authentication Modules”), and the John-the-
Ripper password cracker.

3. In the exercise of password cracking, the work environment is prepared first.
The system’s password hashing mode is initialized to use DES algorithm.

4. A group of random passwords is generated and saved as a “passwd” file.
5. The user needs to download the “passwd” file and apply a root account for

running the system level program, John-the-Ripper.
6. The user switches to the root user mode and runs John-the-Ripper to decode

passwords. The user interfaces are shown in Figure 3.
7. After the plain passwords are found, the tutor examines the submission and

saves completion records.

 

Fig. 3. Tele-Lab user interface

6 Conclusions

Tele-Lab IT-Security provides new media for teaching practical IT security. They
allow students not only to learn security concepts and principles, but also to
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experiment security and gain hands-on experiences in a lightweight and safe
laboratory environment. Tele-Lab is not to completely substitute the role of
conventional security laboratories, e.g. it is hard to include those exercises which
need complicated network environments; Security on Windows platforms has also
not yet been addressed. Instead Tele-Lab is to provide more practical features
and alternatives to traditional ways. In summary, Tele-Lab is a research attempt
to fill the gap between e-learning and practical security training. This work has
demonstrated the possibility to implement hands-on security laboratories on the
Internet reliably, securely, and economically.
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